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DOG IS MY COPILOT TRANSPORTS THEIR 8,000th PASSENGER 

Animals take to the air for a better chance at finding a home. 
 
Phoenix, Arizona . — On Oct. 31, Dog Is My CoPilot (DIMC) is flying their 8,000th passenger along with over 
50 other dogs from Maricopa County Animal Care & Control (MCACC) in Arizona to shelters in Montana. 
Shelters like MCACC are overflowing with animals and not enough adopters so transporting them gives them a 
chance at finding their forever home through organizations that have adopters waiting!  
 
DIMC will begin the day by loading the animals into their Cessna 208B at 5:30 a.m. Once the animals are 
loaded, they will take off to Montana to be received by the Humane Society of Western Montana, Thompson 
Falls Animal Care and Control, and All Hearts Rescue. 
 
“We fly a Cessna Caravan 208B and each rescue flight we have anywhere from 40-250 animal 
passengers on board,” stated Peter Rork, President and Chief Pilot of DIMC. “We always try to fly with a full 
aircraft our resources are limited and we never charge the sending or receiving groups. We rely strictly on 
donations so we want to make every flight as efficient as possible.” 
 
In the last five years, DIMC has experienced great success in saving a few hundred dogs and cats to rescuing 
over 2,500 in the past year alone. In total, after the flight on Oct. 31, they will have been able to rescue over 
8,000 animals. To help them in their mission to save animals from euthanasia, help donate to their website 
https://dogcopilot.org/donate-now/. 
 
 
ABOUT DOG IS MY COPILOT:  
DIMC provides long-distance air transportation where ground transportation makes no sense.  Thousands of 
animals have been saved from being euthanized due to overcrowding in shelters and then are given a better 
chance of being adopted by transporting them to organizations that have space and adopters waiting! DIMC 
works with municipal animal shelters and nonprofit animal rescue organizations to coordinate flights to 
continue to save animal lives. 
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